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Summary

• Local surrogates are used tomimic the local
behavior of black-box classifiers
•Human-interpretable explanations for individual
predictions are extracted from these surrogates
• The right localitywhere a surrogate is trained is
critical to generate accurate explanations
• An approach to search the right locality to fit the
surrogate is proposed and improves the fidelity

Introduction

Local surrogates are used to approximate the local de-
cision boundary of a black-box to generate explanations
for an individual prediction made by the black-box.
This paper highlights the importance of defining the
right locality (ie. neighborhood)where a local surrogate
is trained to approximate accurately the local black-
box decision boundary. This observation is illustrated
with LIME (Ribeiro et al. 2016).
The Local Fidelitymetric is proposed to quantify the ac-
curacy of the surrogate model to approximate the local
decision boundary of the black-box.
To overcome the locality issue, we propose to train the
surrogate on a sampling centered around the relevant
black-box decision boundary for the prediction rather
than on the prediction itself as it is classically done.
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Figure 1: Local Fidelitymetric of LIME on half-moons: accuracy of the
local surrogate approximation. The approximation is poor close to
non-linear black-box decision boundaries

Local Interpretable Surrogates

Explanations for an individual prediction are extracted
from a local surrogate trained to approximate locally the
black-box decision boundary. The usual procedure is:

1 Sample the feature space, labeled by the black-box b
• Training set: relevant neighborhood to explain b(x)
• LIME: global sampling & weighting (distance to x )

2 Fit a local surrogate sx
• Approximate the local decision boundary of b
• LIME: linear regression fitted on classification probabilities

3 Extract explanations from sx
• LIME: linear regression coe�icients

Local Fidelity Metric

To quantify the accuracy of the approximation by the
surrogate of the local black-box boundary, we propose
the Local Fidelity metric as the fidelity of sx to b in a
neighborhood Vx around the prediction’s instance x :

LocalFid(x , sx) = Accxi∈Vx(b(xi), sx(xi))

The radius of the neighborhood Vx around x can be in-
creased to assess the surrogate at various scales of lo-
cality.

Locality Issue

Generating an explanation for a prediction relies on
finding features with local influence over this predic-
tion. Black-boxdecisionboundariesmayhave localnon-
linearities: an explanationbasedonglobal feature influ-
ences may not be accurate. A local surrogate explaining
a prediction should catch these local nuances.
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Figure 2: LIME surrogates for 3 predictions (le�) and Local Fidelity for
the same predictions with increasing neighborhoods (right)

With LIME, instances are sampled globally and
weighted according to their distances to the predic-
tion’s instance x . This tends to hide features with a
local influence for the benefit of features with a global
influence.
In Figure 2, LIME’s decision boundaries do not match
the direction of the black-box local decision boundary.
While their respective local black-box decision bound-
aries look di�erent, LIME’s surrogates for instances
scattered across the dataset are similar.
These observations are quantified and confirmed Fig-
ure 2: LIME’s Local Fidelity at local scale is worse than
at global scale.

Our proposition: LS (Local Surrogate)

Find the Frontier First
Our proposition relies on the following assumption: to
approximate the local decision boundary, the data used
to train the local surrogate should be sampled around
the relevant decision boundary for the prediction.
The algorithm is described Algorithm 1 and Figure 3.

Algorithm 1 Outline of LocalSurrogate algorithm
Input: x ∈ X , b : X → Y , rsx , N
xborder ← GrowingSpheres(b, x)
Xsx ← Draw uniformly N instances in an hypersphere
of radius rsx centered around xborder
Ysx ← b(Xsx)
Train sx on (Xsx , Ysx)
Return: sx

Although the criteria tomaximize (LocalFid ) is calculated
in an area centered around the prediction’s instance x ,
the final objective of sx remains to approximate the local
decision boundary of b.

Figure 3: Principle of Local Surrogate (LS)

Experiments

LS is compared toLIMEwithdefaultparameters (kernel
width of 0.75

√√√√dimension(X )) and to a custom LIME (re-
duced kernel width, optimized for each dataset) called
LIME-K. The results are shown Figure 4 in Table 1
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Figure 4: Linear approximations and Local Fidelity for LIME, LIME-K
and LS for a randomly picked instance on half-moons

LS achieves higher Local Fidelity than LIME, even
LIME-K. This observation generalizes to the whole test
set of 4 UCI datasets (Table 1). Even if weighting helps to
integrate locality, LIME’s global sampling tends tomiti-
gate the local feature e�ects in favor of the global ones.

Dataset LIME LIME-K LS
1/2moons 0.89 (0.07) 0.96 (0.06) 0.97 (0.03)
cancer 0.86 (0.07) 0.87 (0.07) 0.96 (0.02)
credit 0.67 (0.21) 0.70 (0.18) 0.85 (0.12)
news 0.64 (0.10) 0.67 (0.10) 0.79 (0.07)
tennis 0.85 (0.12) 0.83 (0.13) 0.98 (0.02)
Table 1: Average and Standard Deviation of Local Fidelity for LIME,
LIME-K and LS for half-moons and 4 UCI datasets

Perspectives

• Assess interpretability benefits of LS : in collaboration
with insurance experts
• Ease the setup of the hyper-parameters of the
proposed Local Fidelitymetric and LS
• Improve the black-box local decision boundary
approximation

Contact Information and Code

• thibault.laugel@lip6.fr / xavier.renard@axa.com
• github.com/axadil/locality-interpretable-surrogate
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